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Abstract 

This paper presents a universal approximation of the unit circle by a polygon that can be used in signal 

processing algorithms. Optimal choice of the values of three parameters of this approximation allows one to 

obtain a high accuracy of approximation. The approximation described in the paper has a universal character and 

can be used in many signal processing algorithms, such as DFT, that use the mathematical form of the unit 

circle. One of the applications of the described approximation is the DFT linear interpolation method (LIDFT). 

Applying the results of the presented paper to improve the LIDFT method allows one to significantly decrease 

the errors in estimating the amplitudes and frequencies of multifrequency signal components. The paper presents 

the derived formulas, an analysis of the approximation accuracy and the region of best values for the 

approximation parameters. 
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1. Introduction: spectral analysis and the unit circle approximation 

 

There are many methods applicable to spectral analysis for estimating the amplitudes, 

frequencies and phases of component oscillations in a multifrequency waveform. A set of 

these methods covers procedures generally based on the Prony method and correlation 

methods founded on properties of the signal autocorrelation matrix [1-5]. However, problems 

with complicated and nonlinear procedures for estimating component frequencies must then 

be addressed. As an example, in the least squares Prony method, the component frequencies 

are determined from the locations of zeros in a high-order polynomial. The other group of 

spectral analysis methods determines the local maxima of the spectrum, while the locations 

(on the frequency axis) and the values (on the amplitude and phase axis) of these maxima 

determine the parameters of the component oscillations. Determining the frequencies, i.e., the 

locations of local maxima of the spectrum, is the most difficult problem in these methods. For 

this purpose, iterative algorithms have been applied [6-10], the nonparametric spectrum 

interpolation methods [11-12] are applicable (zero padding technique [13], chirped-Z 

transform [14-17], warped DFT [18-20] and interpolation by decimation [11]) and the 

methods of interpolated DFTs have been developed [21-46]. Nonparametric spectrum 

interpolation methods make it possible to zoom in on the frequency domain but do not 

decrease the errors caused by long-range spectral leakage (i.e., by sidelobes of spectrum lines 

of neighbor components in the spectrum), which are defined by the frequency characteristic of 

the data window applied [47]. Similarly, the long-range spectral leakage is neglected in all 

noniterative interpolated DFT methods, except the DFT linear interpolation method (LIDFT) 

[33-35, 45] and the multipoint weighted interpolated DFT (MWIDFT) method [36, 38, 43]. 

However, the MWIDFT method is defined only for some classes of cosine-family data 

windows, i.e., for the class I of Rife-Vincent windows [21], also called the maximum sidelobe 
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decay windows [38, 41, 43]. Some of the interpolated DFT methods are applied only for the 

rectangular data window, for which errors caused by long-range spectral leakage are the 

highest [28-30], and some of these interpolations are proposed only for others specific data 

windows [21, 23-27, 39, 44, 46]. The interpolated DFT methods are the most important 

methods for the subject of the present paper because one of these methods, the LIDFT 

method, uses the approximation of the unit circle by a polygon. This approximation is treated 

here as a separate problem because of the possibility of applying it in other DSP algorithms. 

Based on the use of the unit circle approximation in the LIDFT method, it can be concluded 

that the goals of approximating the unit circle with a polygon are as follows: 

– linearizing relationships to determine component frequencies (by linearizing the 

nonlinear shape of the circle by a piecewise-linear shape). 

– decreasing the influence of spectrum leakage (by approximation of the data window 

frequency characteristic, i.e., spectral leakage, by linear functions). 

– obtaining solutions for a wide class of data windows (because the approximation of 

the unit circle by a polygon is independent of the data window used). 

In comparison with chirp-Z application in the spectral analysis (which also uses a kind of 

approximation of the unit circle), the essential difference is visible. In the chirp-Z transform, 

the approximation of part of the unit circle by a spiral arc only allows zooming in the 

frequency domain but does not decrease the errors caused by long-range spectral leakage and 

does not eliminate the nonlinearity of the estimating problem. The LIDFT method does 

decrease the errors caused by spectral leakage, and it does linearize the equations. Therefore, 

the approximation of the unit circle by a polygon has the unique property of being able to 

improve the DSP algorithm, regardless of whether floating-point or fixed-point arithmetic is 

used. 

The approximation of the unit circle by a polygon in the LIDFT method is generalized in 

the present paper to the much more universal and optimal form, which can be used in many 

other DSP algorithms. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the approximation 

of the arc segment by a line segment and minimizes the approximation errors through the 

choice of the approximation parameters. Section 3 defines the approximation of the unit circle 

based on the arc approximation from Section 2. Section 4 includes general remarks and 

describes the results of using the presented approximation in the LIDFT method.  

 

2. Approximation of the arc by a line    

 

Let us define the following for the unit circle: 

 Nnjn

N eW /π2    (1) 

and the circular arc segment: 

 Mnjn

M eW /π2   , ]2/1,2/1[ , NRM  , (2) 

which is the part of the unit circle (1) for   [0.5R, 0.5R], i.e., this arc is appointed by the 

angle xn = nM (Fig. 1a). Let us also define the approximation of this arc by the following 

line segment (Fig. 1a): 

 nn

n

M jW  ˆ , ]2/1,2/1[ , (3) 

where n and n are defined with parameters 1 and 2 based on trigonometric formulas for 

the angle xn (Fig. 1b): 

 111 cos)1()(   nn x , ]1,0[1  , (4) 

 ]tansin)1[(2)( 222 nnn xx   , 12   . (5) 
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Fig. 1. (a) Approximation of the part (
n

MW ) of the unit circle ( n
NW ) by the line segment nn

n
M jW  ˆ , 

(b) definition of the approximated arc segment by a line, acc. to Eqs. (4)–(5). 

 

The optimal choice of the 1  and 2  values is based on the minimization of the 

approximation error (  n

M

n

M WW ˆ )—its real and imaginary part—and also on the difference 

between the arguments n

MŴ and n

MW : 

 nn

n

M

n

M xWW   2cos}ˆRe{)(r  , (6) 

 nn

n

M

n

M xWW   2sin}ˆIm{)(i  , (7) 

 
n

n
n

n

M

n

M xWW



  arctan2}arg{}ˆarg{)(a  . (8) 

Taking into account (4)–(8), it can be seen that )(r   depends on 1 , )(i   depends on 

2  and )(a   depends on both 1  and 2 . For all of these errors, the coefficients )( 1r k , 

)( 2i k  and ),( 21a k  are defined as: 
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k . (11) 

The goal of minimizing the maxima of errors (6)–(8) is to find values of 1  and 2  that 

minimize |)(|max r   , |)(|max i    and |)(|max a   , i.e., values for which (9)–(11) 

are equal to 1. The minimization is done by equating the first derivatives (with respect to  ) 

of (6)–(8) to zero, controlling the sign of the second derivatives and, after finding the 

extremes of (6)–(8), choosing values of 1  and 2  that minimize the modulus of (6)–(8) for 

1nx  and ]2/1,2/1[ . Such minimization takes into account the dynamic of the moving 

points, which plots the shape of the arc and the line segments when   changes, because it 

takes into account all possible values of the errors for all   from the range ]2/1,2/1[ . 

The details of these minimizations are included in Appendices A–C. 
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Fig. 2. (a) The region of best values for the approximation parameters 1  and 2 , (b) the case of the simultane-

ous increase of rk , ik  and ak : 3341.01   and 1123.02  , (c) the contour plot of rk , ik , ak  as a function of 

1  and 2  within the triangle of the best parameters. 

 

The value 2/11   minimizes |)(|max r   , i.e., 1)2/1( 1r k  (App. A); the value 

12/12   minimizes |)(|max i   , i.e. 1)12/1( 2i k  (App. B); and condition 

6/121   minimizes |)(|max a   , i.e., 1),( 21a k  for all 1  and 2  that fulfilled this 

condition (App. C). These three conditions ( 2/11  , 12/12  , 6/121  ) make the 

triangle on the plane ( 1 , 2 ), as is shown on Fig. 2a. This means that it is not possible to 

fulfill all three conditions concurrently, and it is necessary to choose values of 1  and 2  from 

the region of the best parameters shown in Fig. 2a. For example, if we want to increase all 

maxima of errors (6)–(8) to the same degree, we should take 3341.01   and 1123.02  . 

Then, all coefficients (9)–(11) are equal to ca. 1.325 (Fig. 2b). For other additional criteria, 

the contour plot from Fig. 2c is useful. 

Based on these results, the approximation of the whole unit circle is defined in Section 3. 

 

3. Approximation of the unit circle by a polygon 

 

After rotating the line segment (3) by the angle nkx2  (i.e., multiplying by nkxj
e

2
) or by 

the angle nxk )2/1(2   (i.e., multiplying by nxkj
e

)2/1(2 
), the rest of the parts of the unit 

circle are obtained for integer values of k : for ]/)5.0(,/)5.0[( RkRkk  , Fig. 3a; for 

]/)1(,/[ RkRkk  , Fig. 3b; and for ]/,/)1[( RkRkk  , Fig. 3c: 

 ][/π2/π2

nkn

MnkjNnj
jee k 

 
, )(

1
kk k

R
  , ]2/1,2/1[k , (12) 

 ][/π2/π2

nkn

jxMnkjNnj
jeee nk 




, )
2

1
(

1
kk k

R
  , ]2/1,2/1[k , (13) 

 ][/π2/π2

nkn

jxMnkjNnj
jeee nk 

 
, )

2

1
(

1
kk k

R
  , ]2/1,2/1[k . (14) 

For 12   , the approximation polygon has a discontinuity, and the degree of this 

discontinuity depends on the value of 21    (Fig. 4a). The approximation error for a given 

value of n , N , 1  and 2  can be reduced with increasing R , which results in an increase in 

the number of approximated polygon sides (Fig. 4b). 
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Fig. 3. Approximation of the unit circle, acc. to Eqs. (12)–(14), as the effect of approximation of an arc segment 

by a line segment and its rotation by the angle nkx2  or nxk )2/1(2  , i.e., multiplying by (a) nkxj
e

2
 or (b, c) 

nxkj
e

)2/1(2 
. 

                    

Fig. 4. (a) The influence of 1 and 2 on the discontinuity of the approximation polygon, acc. to Eq. (12),  

for three cases: (1,2) = (12, 12),  (12, 14),  (12, 0) – the example is for n  2, N  8 and R  2, 

(b) the effect of decreasing the error of approximating the unit circle with a polygon by increasing R  

(the example is for n  8, N  16, 1 = 12 and 1 = 13). 

 

Most often, as in DFT, DSP algorithms use the values n

NW  for all n from the range 

]12/,2/[  NNn . This means, taking into account the fact that NRM  , that Mnxn /π  

varies in the range ))2/(π),2/(π[ RRxn  . The biggest error in the approximation of the unit 

circle by a polygon appears for cases of big values of n close to 2/N  (Fig. 5), but the  

influence of these cases is limited in practice by applying data windows other than the 

rectangular window [47], which have values close to zero for n close to 2/N . If necessary, 

the approximation error can be reduced by increasing R, which means, in practice, increasing 

the number of padded zeros in the zero padding technique. For n of the form mn 2  (m—

natural number) the polygons resulting for successive k from the range ]12/,2/[  MMk  

overlap each other, but for mn 2 , the polygons are shifted relative to each other (Fig. 5). 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The main results of the paper are Eqs. (4)–(5) and (12)–(14) with Figs. 2a-2c, which are 

useful for choosing the parameters 1  and 2 . Besides these two parameters, the accuracy of 

the approximation can be increased by the third parameter R , which, when applying the 

technique to DFT with 1R , means the zero padding technique. The most convenient 
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approximation of those given by Eqs. (12)–(14) is Eq. (12) because it does not require 

multiplying by njx
e


 (as do Eqs. (13)–(14)). 

The presented approximation of the unit circle is universal because it can be used in every 

method that uses a unit circle defined by (1). One of these applications is the DFT linear 

interpolation method (LIDFT), which originally [33-35, 45] used approximation (14) with the 

functions nn xsinc  and nnnn xxx /)sinc-(cos6 . However, when approximation (12) is 

used instead of this approximation, with n  and n  defined by Eqs. (4)–(5), the LIDFT 

method is more accurate. For the LIDFT method, the values of 1  and 2  that are close to 

optimal are the following: 2/11   and 6/12  . For this case, 1r k  and 2ai  kk . 

Because of the linearity of (3) with respect to  , the matrix equation of the LIDFT method is 

also linear, which is one of the most important advantages of this method. A detailed analysis 

of the application of the presented universal approximation to the LIDFT method will be the 

subject of a separate paper. All methods using the described universal approximation of the 

unit circle by a polygon should choose parameters 1  and 2  from the triangle of best 

parameters from Figs. 2a-2c. The final choice depends on the properties of the applied 

method. The presented approximation has the potential to solve other estimation problems, 

such as [48, 49], after the use of approximation methods based on Fourier transform. 

 

Appendix A. Minimization of (6) and (9) 

 

The optimal value of 1 , which minimizes |)(|max r    and )( 1r k , is obtained from 

Eqs. (4) and (6) and Fig. 6: 2/11   minimizes |)(|max r   . The plots of )(r   versus   

for different values of 1  (Fig. 7a) confirm this result, and Fig. 7b shows that the optimal 

value of 1  does not depend on n. 

 

Fig. 5. Approximation of the unit circle by a polygon, acc. to Eq. (12), for 2/,...,2/ NNn   (and ,...2/NRk   

12/..., NR  for a given n ). The shifting of the polygons is visible for mn 2 , and the overlapping of the 

polygons is visible for mn 2 . The increase in the approximation error is noticeable for increasing || n . 
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Fig. 6. Minimization of the |)(|max r   . 

 

 

Fig. 7. (a) The error )(r   versus   and the minimization of |)(|max r    for 2/11  ,  

(b) coefficient rk  versus parameter 1 . 

 

Appendix B. Minimization of (7) and (10) 

 

The first and second derivative of )(i   are given by: 

 nnn xx
d

d





2cos2

)(i 


, nn xx
d

d





2sin4

)( 2

2

i

2




 (B.1) 

and the extremes of )(i   are given for equating the first derivative to zero (the sign of the 

second derivative implies that the minimum is for 0nx  and the maximum is for 0nx ): 

 )]2/(arccos[)2( 1

0 nnn xx    . (B.2) 

From the Maclaurin series of the first derivative (B.1) with respect to nx , after equating it 

to zero and assuming 0)( 2 nxo : 

 20
3

1

2

1
  , 2

02 4
3

1
  . (B.3) 

For ]5.0,5.0[ , there is 3/13/2 2   . The error |)(|max i    achieves a 

minimum when 0)2/1()( i0i  y  for 00   (or )2/1()( i0i  y  for 00  ) 

(Fig. 8a): 

 

Fig. 8. (a) The error )(i   versus   and the minimization of |)(|max i    for 12/12  , 

(b) coefficient ik  versus 2  and the shifting minimum for 32/π|| nx . 
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 0sin
2

2sin 00  n
n

nn xxy


 , )]2/(arccos[)2( 1

0 nnn xx    . (B.4) 

Applying (5) in (B.4) and expanding y  to a Maclaurin series with respect to nx : 

 0)(
3/154

2)3/12712(18
53

2

22

2

2





 nn xoxy




. (B.5) 

Assuming 0)( 5 nxo , after solving (B.5) with respect to 2 , a double root ( 3/2)( 12  ) 

and one simple root ( 12/12  ) are obtained. The last equation minimizes |)(|max i    and 

then from (B.3), it is implied that 16/12

0  . The double root 3/2)( 12   was excluded 

because (B.3) implies that 4/12

0  . Expanding )( 0i   and )2/1(i   to the Maclaurin 

series implies that for this case, |)(|max i    is much greater than for 12/12   (Fig. 8a). 

Plots of i , ik  versus   and 2  are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8b also shows that the optimal 

value of 2  is slightly lower than 1/12 (obtained from the assumption that 0)( 5 nxo ) for big 

values of nx . For values 32/π|| nx , plots )( 2ii kk   overlap each other (with an accuracy 

not smaller than that resulting from the resolution of the graph in Fig. 8b). However, the 

influence of values 32/π|| nx  is reduced in practice by the use of data windows other than 

rectangular window [47], which have values close to zero for n  close to 2/N . 

 

Appendix C. Minimization of (8) and (11) 

 

For the use of approximations with parameters 2/11   (obtained in App. A) and 

12/12   (obtained in App. B), the error of the unit circle argument, defined by (8), depends 

on  . Fig. 9 shows this error for 2/1,...,8/1,0  . A similar situation exists for other 

values of 1  and 2 . To determine the condition that minimizes |)(|max a    and ak , the 

analysis is performed in a manner similar to that in App. B. 

 

Fig. 9. Definition of the error )(a   for chosen values of  . 

 

The extreme of )(a   is given for the condition: 

 0])/(1[2
)( 122

0
a

0


 



nn

n

n
nx

d

d












, (C.1) 

i.e.: 
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2

12

0 . (C.2) 

After applying Eqs. (4)–(5) and expanding (C.2) into the Maclaurin series with respect to 

nx  and assuming 0)( 2 nxo , the following is obtained: 

 
6

233

2

1 12
0





 . (C.3) 

Minimization of |)(|max a    is achieved when 0)2/1()( a0a  y  for 00   

(or 0)2/1()( a0a  y  for 00  ) (Fig. 10a): 

 0
2

arctanarctan2 0
0 

n

n
n

n

n
n xxy








 , 










n

n

nn

n

x 








2

1
0 . (C.4) 

Applying Eqs. (4)–(5) in (C.4) and expanding y  into the Maclaurin series with respect to 

nx  yields: 

     0)()332(69)332(69223/42
18

1 53

21221121  nn xoxy  . (C.5) 

By assuming 0)( 5 nxo  and solving (C.5) with respect to 2 , the 5 roots of this equation 

are obtained:  

 3/4)( 112  , 6/1)( 122  , (C.6) 

 )18/(100918/18/31)( 132 aa  , (C.7) 

 )36/(100936/18/31)( 142 acab  , (C.8) 

 )36/(100936/18/31)( 152 abac  , (C.9) 

 3/1)30243231159( ja  , 31 jb  , 31 jc  . (C.10) 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. (a) The error )(a   versus   for chosen values of 1  and 2 , (b) the error |)(|max a    versus 

parameters 1  and 2  for 64/πnx , (c) coefficient ak  versus 21    for 64/πnx , (d) coefficient ak  

versus 21    and the shifting minimum for 32/π|| nx . 
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from which only the first two are real. From the (C.3) condition, 2/1|| 0   is obtained for 

12)(  and 4/1|| 0   is obtained for 22)( . Taking into account (C.4), minimization of 

|)(|max a    is achieved for 4/1|| 0   (see also Fig. 10a), so the optimal value 2  

corresponds to 22)(  from (C.6): 

 6/112  . (C.11) 

Example plots of )(a   and ak  versus   and 1  and 2  are given in Figs. 10a-10d. The 

first one illustrates the obtained relationships, especially for the optimal case (of the 

minimization of |)(|max a   ) that was calculated for various values of 1  and 2  (e.g., 

4/11  , 12/12   or 2/11  , 3/12  ) and that fulfilled condition (C.11). This figure 

also shows that the maximum of |)(| a  , under condition (C.11), occurs for 2/1 , and 

according to (C.3), for 4/1 . The plot from Fig. 10b with the line 6/112   on the 

contour plot on the plane ),( 21   confirms condition (C.11). The dependence of 

|)(|max a    only on )( 21    means that on the plots of |)(|max a    versus )( 21    

(which are the set of 2D cuts of the 3D plot from Fig. 10b), all the 2D cuts overlap each other, 

as is shown for plots of ak  in Fig. 10c. 

For small values of nx  (fulfilling the condition 32/π|| nx ), condition (C.11) minimizes 

|)(|max a    (with an accuracy not smaller than that resulting from the resolution of the 

graph in Fig. 10d), but for 32/π|| nx , the additional effect in Fig. 10d is noticeable. The 2D 

cuts of the 3D plot from Fig. 10b do not overlap each other (which means that the function 

does not only depend on )( 21   ), and the optimal value of )( 21    is greater than the 1/6 

determined by (C.11). However, the influence of 32/π|| nx  can be reduced by increasing 

the parameter R , regardless of the fact that in practice, a data window other than a 

rectangular window is applied, which reduces the effect of modifying condition (C.11) for 

32/π|| nx . 
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